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Launch of the seventh edition of Lafayette Plug and Play: 

17 new startups to accelerate the retail industry’s transformation 

  

Paris, September 2nd, 2019 

  

Lafayette Plug and Play, an accelerator dedicated to retail and fashion created through a partnership 

between the Galeries Lafayette Group and Plug and Play Tech Center, has revealed the names of 

the 17 startups selected for its seventh batch.  

Their areas of expertise demonstrate four current key trends: logistics, particularly through robotic 

solutions; connecting with millennials in emerging markets; group payment solutions; and new ways of 

optimising content and customer acquisition. 

 

This seventh batch consists of ten French and seven international startups from the US, Netherlands, 

UK, Israel and Russia. Among them, new companies looking to raise capital and acquire new partners 

will follow the “Early Track” course, while the other startups will take the “Late Track” course, which 

will enable them to break into French and European markets, particularly through the Plug and Play 

Tech Center network. Each entrepreneur will benefit from a tailor-made three-month programme 

punctuated by regular meetings with mentors, industry experts, corporate partners and investors and 

ending with the Expo Day event in Paris on 28 November.  

 

These 17 startups follow the momentum of the previous batch, which has had an extremely positive 

record. After 187 meetings between startups and the accelerator’s corporate partners, the programme 

ended with 51 advanced discussions, which had already resulted in 10 pilot programmes and contracts, 

three of which are currently being rolled out with the Galeries Lafayette Group. 

 

Matthieu Caloni, the Strategy and Transformation Director at Galeries Lafayette, said, “Three years 

after the launch of Lafayette Plug and Play, this seventh edition confirms the major role of our 

accelerator in guiding startups and the other players that are transforming fashion and retail through 

a beneficial model of open innovation. Through the ambitious themes pre-empted by the 17 new startups 

that we are delighted to bring on board, Lafayette Plug and Play continues to pursue its goal of 

anticipating and accelerating the key challenges of the future retail industry.”

 

  



 

 

 

The selected applicants of this seventh promotion include:  

AdAlong - France - Early Track 

AdAlong enables brands to communicate visually through their communities. Their AI powered 

platform is the "pinterest" of brands' community generated content. In a couple of clicks brands curate 

the content, contact their creators and promote them on multiple channels (social network, website, 

locally...).  

 

Brandquad - Russia - Late Track 

Brandquad is a collaboration platform for retailers and brands that simplifies and enables governance, 

enrichment and validation of product data, automating data syndication to export channels, and 

providing insights into product performance via in-depth analytics on the e-retailers’ shelves. 

 

Divido - United-Kingdom - Late Track 

Divido is a platform for retailers that want to offer end-consumers retail finance; omnichannel, multi-

market, with multiple lenders, all via a single integration. 

 

Edgify - United-Kingdom - Late Track 

Edgify has built a platform (framework) that allows training and deployment of deep learning models 

directly on edge devices (POS, in store cameras etc.). 

 

Galam Robotics - France - Early Track 

Galam Robotics develops an extremely fast and space-efficient robotic storage solution, radically 

disruptive by its modular design, it looks like a giant Rubik's Cube and enables retailers to face storage 

challenges in urban areas. 

 

Kraaft - France - Early Track 

Kraaft is a vocal messaging system reinventing the human to human interpersonal communication in 

factories, warehouses and store floors. They help non-desk workers to communicate better. 

 

http://www.adalong.fr/
https://brandquad.io/
https://www.divido.com/
https://www.edgify.ai/
http://www.galam-robotics.com/
https://www.kraaft.co/


 

Lizee - France - Early Track 

Lizee is the first turnkey white-labelled logistic solution dedicated to rentals. In only two 

months, they help retail brands enter the circular economy enabling multiple uses of each goods they 

produce. 

 

Mention Me - United-Kingdom - Late Track 

Mention-Me.com helps brands harness the trust that their customers have in them. The Mention Me 

refer-a-friend platform enables businesses to turn word-of-mouth into a controllable and meaningful 

marketing channel. 

 

Mood - France - Early Track 

Mood is a live shopping mobile application connecting retail stores in Europe and millennials in China. 

 

ShareGroop - France - Early Track 

ShareGroop is the first group payment solution integrated on ecommerce websites. They have developed 

a wide range of payment modules like split payment, aggregation of individual orders, gift card or 

installment payment. 

 

Snapshift - France - Late Track 

Snapshift is a collaborative workforce management app specialized in the Retail and Hospitality sectors. 

 

 

StoreDNA - Netherlands - Late Track 

StoreDNA is a new generation of analytics reinventing the management of the physical retail stores by 

blending economics of stores and retail networks, assortment, footfall, staff planning, marketing and 

customer behavioural data into intelligent digital platform which quickly becomes the tool for new way-

of-working across retail organizations. 

 

Stylitics - United States - Late Track 

Stylitics helps brands produce more shoppable digital content in one day than they can in a year. They 

power interactive visual content at scale through their platform. 

 

Syte - Israel - Late Track 

Syte is a visual AI technology provider that improves retailer's site navigation, product discovery and 

user experience by powering solutions that engage and convert shoppers. 

 

Tousfacteurs - France - Early Track 

Tousfacteurs is a B2B last-mile logistics and delivery platform that enables carriers and retailers to 

organize scheduled, optimized and green deliveries for their customers through a fully digitized and 

interactive experience. 

 

TwicPics - France - Early Track 

TwicPics is a real time image processing service for websites. It enables businesses of all sizes deliver 

rich visual content with high performance and an easy setup. 

 

Unsupervised.AI - France - Early Track 

Unsupervised.AI builds intelligent robots to revolutionize delivery and logistics. In a couple of hours 

they build a map of the environment and are ready to safely navigate autonomously whether it is 

delivering a package to a home or sending an item to different locations in a large factory or warehouse. 

 

More information on https://www.lafayetteplugandplay.com/ 

https://www.lizee.co/
https://www.mention-me.com/
https://www.thelivemood.com/
https://sharegrooppay.com/
https://www.snapshift.co/
https://storedna.co/
https://stylitics.com/
https://www.syte.ai/
https://www.tousfacteurs.com/
https://www.twicpics.com/
https://unsupervised.ai/
https://www.lafayetteplugandplay.com/
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About Lafayette Plug and Play 

As the first innovative platform fully dedicated to the retail and fashion industries, Lafayette Plug and 

Play is a startup accelerator created by the Galeries Lafayette group in partnership with Plug and Play 

Tech Center. Since its creation, nine other leading names in the retail industry have joined in order to 

boost their digital transformation, Richemont being the most recent addition. Located at the heart of 

Paris, Lafayette Plug and Play aims to support the development of French and international startups 

disrupting retail, by creating an innovative ecosystem around these industries. As part of its two annual 

promotions, Lafayette Plug and Play offers entrepreneurs a tailored and supervised three-month 

programme. More information on lafayetteplugandplay.com. 
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